GRADUATE CERTIFICATE in PARALEGAL STUDIES

Prepare to excel in the profession with the 18-credit Graduate Certificate in Paralegal Studies.

Our six-course core sequence affords a superior education that reflects the competencies and skills demanded by law firms, government agencies, and corporations that offer exciting employment opportunities.

You can stack this credential to earn the prestigious master’s degree in two additional semesters.

MASTER’S DEGREE in PARALEGAL STUDIES

Lead the profession, foster your career growth, and boost your earning potential with the powerful 32-credit master’s degree in Paralegal Studies.

Your advanced credential comprises the six-course core sequence, advanced legal courses, an independent research project, and a practicum.

Or, replace the four advanced legal-practice courses with a four-course sequence in healthcare corporate compliance; earn a master’s in paralegal studies and a graduate certificate in healthcare corporate compliance.

Enhance your Skills • Advance your Career • Follow your Passion for the Law

CPS.GWU.EDU/PARALEGAL  703-248-2800
WHAT SETS GW – AND YOU – APART?

One word: passion. GW’s passion for excellence is reflected in everything we do; your passion for the law and for that excellence is what brought you to GW. There are lots of programs out there that are good; some are really good. But for some people, good enough is not good enough. For those people, there’s GW. GW students want to be the best paralegals they can be and seek to lead the profession. GW students are ambitious, fearless, influential, and engaged. If you share this passion for excellence and you are ready to go the distance, I invite you to contact an Enrollment Advisor to discuss how GW can help you get where you want to go.

Toni Marsh
Director, GW Paralegal Studies Program

EXPERIENCE THE GW DIFFERENCE

Rigorous
Learn from experts and benefit from the rich resources you can only find in the nation’s capital.

Relevant
Employers demand real skills and GW provides them. We work with employers from all sectors to identify the skills that are most in demand and then ensure that our graduates master those skills.

Connected
Benefit from GW Paralegal’s association with the GW Law School; its faculty of top-flight lawyers, paralegals, and government officials; its robust career services operations; and its far-flung yet close-knit alumni community.

Recognized
GW is nationally-recognized for being at the forefront of paralegal education, offering the curriculum, faculty, learning outcomes, and overall student experience other schools aspire to provide. The online master’s degree is rated one of the nation’s “best online programs” and has been ranked by AAfPE for having top two paralegal courses in the country.

Accredited
The George Washington University is accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools and is ranked among America’s Best National Universities by U.S. News & World Report.

The GW paralegal studies program is an institutional member of the American Association for Paralegal Education (AAfPE), National Federation of Paralegal Associations (NFPA), International Paralegal Management Association (IPMA), Lambda Epsilon Chi (LEX), and National Capital Area Paralegal Association (NCAPA).

Enhance your Skills • Advance your Career
Follow your Passion for the Law
In just one summer you can prepare for an exciting career as a paralegal by earning your Graduate Certificate in Paralegal Studies from The George Washington University.

The GW Paralegal Studies Summer Academy offers the complete 18-credit graduate certificate and assistance in finding an internship in the legal community.

Get the knowledge, skills, and abilities you need to succeed as a paralegal and lead the profession.

- The same rigorous curriculum as our regular academic year program
- Daytime classes in Washington, DC
- Exclusive access to resources for finding a summer internship with legal employers
- Upon completing the Graduate Certificate, you will be halfway toward earning your Master’s degree in Paralegal Studies

Please visit cps.gwu.edu/paralegal for more information.